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Producing written scholarship for publication and coordinates and assists in the 
production of an exhibition catalog including securing image rights and coordinating 
texts from multiple sources. Supervises production work performed by internal staff 
or interfaces with vendors to negotiate and contract for production services. 
Monitoring vendor performance to ensure the quality and timeliness of contracted 
work.

EXPERIENCE

Recording Artist
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2007 – 2007

 Performed with Write This Down, LLC as lead vocalist, guitarist, and 
songwriter.

 Released two full-length LPs along with two EPs in digital and hard-
copy format.

 Managed all scheduling, transportation, finances, taxes, and booking 
contracts involved with every performance.

 Successfully performed over 1000 events, spanning the entirety of 
the United States, Canada, and most of Central Europe.

 Recorded multiple music videos and maintained all social media 
platforms in order to maintain open and transparent relationships 
between the band and its fans.

 Entered and won the Club 3 degrees National Battle of the Bands 
Tournament in 2007.

 Used Publishing and writing for the web.

Recording Artist 
Delta Corporation - 2003 – 2007

 Social Media Marketing Manager Managed clients Facebook, Twitter 
and Youtube accounts Researched and stayed up-to-date with social 
media trends .

 Worked with a major American Record label to release crossover 
English album Filmed music videos Performed at live concerts 
Attended press conferences.

 Poet and writer.
 X-Factor Greece Finalist Number one hit Christmas single in Greece in 

2009.
 Maintained rigorous tour and travel schedule.
 Studio Recording Vocal Training Vocal recording and engineering Vocal

Mixing /Audio Editing(Pro Tools, Adobe Audition) Creative Writing.
 Recorded and promoted major international album release, Sea Trials 

(Columbia Records/Canvasback Music) Toured North America 
performing with high.
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EDUCATION

 GED

SKILLS

MS Office, Coordinating Skills, Management Skills.
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